In order to support utility business processes that are now dependent on timely meter data, your AMI system must achieve and maintain high data collection success rates. Maintaining such rates across millions of endpoints deployed in a dynamic and harsh field environment poses new and difficult challenges to your AMI operations teams. With AMI deployments, often times it’s the one percent of exceptions that can take most of your team’s effort to manage and fix. AMI Operations helps replace the excess of spreadsheets, customized tools and ad-hoc reporting with a purpose-built application to facilitate solving those problems.
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BENEFITS
Itron’s AMI Operations benefits you by helping manage meter exceptions in a structured and intelligent manner.

» Realize operations savings with effective tools that minimize required back-office efforts

» Quickly identify AMI meter faults

» Reduce unnecessary truck rolls

» Prioritize issues intelligently

» Understand the state of your system

FEATURES
Itron AMI Operations offers analytics, tools and workflow support to facilitate detecting and resolving meter issues.

Analytics
AMI Operations uses highly accurate, high-granularity data with field-tested detection algorithms.

» Library of analytics developed by data scientists and proven by utilities

» Ability to customize and tune existing analytics to meet your needs

» Itron data scientist dedicated to extending or creating new analytics

Investigation Tools
AMI Operations offers a plethora of tools to efficiently and effectively manage the revenue assurance process.

» Simple and complex filters and queries

» Spatial views of suspects

» Graphical timeline views showing meter consumption history and meter event history

Process Support
AMI Operations offers service order prioritization based on several factors such as time that an issue has existed and service type.

» Issue management including workflow and work order integration

» Ability to track issue verification by field crews (hit rate)

CONCLUSION
Itron AMI Operations is a proven solution that will help you maintain high-collection success rates that are needed to support many utility business processes that depend on this data. Supported by a deployment methodology that requires minimal utility IT resources and delivers industry-leading analytic methods and easy-to-use tools for analysis and investigation, Itron AMI Operations delivers efficiency and value to your operations.

OPERATIONS OPTIMIZER PLATFORM
The Operations Optimizer platform is used to integrate data from multiple sources and leverage big data technologies to maximize analytic performance and support various outcomes. Leading utilities count on data-driven insights from Operations Optimizer in their daily operations. Operations Optimizer is used by utilities around the globe and analyzes data from over 30 million water, gas and electricity meters, in both AMI and legacy environments, at more than 30 utilities. The Operations Optimizer platform supports many outcomes such as AMI operations, revenue assurance, EV and solar detection, meter-to-transformer connectivity and transformer load monitoring. Operations Optimizer is available as a hosted solution and is integrated with Microsoft Azure.
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